Abstract-Simulation and game content includes the levels, models, textures, items, and other objects encountered and possessed by players during the game. In most modern video games and in simulation software, the set of content shipped with the product is static and unchanging, or at best, randomized within a narrow set of parameters. However, ideally, if game content could be constantly and automatically renewed, players would remain engaged longer. This paper introduces two novel technologies that take steps toward achieving this ambition: 1) a new algorithm called content-generating NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (cgNEAT) is introduced that automatically generates graphical and game content while the game is played, based on the past preferences of the players, and 2) Galactic Arms Race (GAR), a multiplayer video game, is constructed to demonstrate automatic content generation in a real online gaming platform. In GAR, which is available to the public and playable online, players pilot space ships and fight enemies to acquire unique particle system weapons that are automatically evolved by the cgNEAT algorithm. A study of the behavior and results from over 1000 registered online players shows that cgNEAT indeed enables players to discover a wide variety of appealing content that is not only novel, but also based on and extended from previous content that they preferred in the past. Thus, GAR is the first demonstration of evolutionary content generation in an online multiplayer game. The implication is that with cgNEAT it is now possible to create applications that generate their own content to satisfy users, potentially reducing the cost of content creation and increasing entertainment value from single-player to massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) with a constant stream of evolving content.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ONTENT creation requires the dedicated effort of artists and engineers to produce the models, levels, textures, and other content that populate and bring life to the virtual worlds of video games and simulations. Especially in multiplayer settings such as massive multiplayer online games (MMOGs), the constant demand for novel content to keep players interested requires significant time and expense to meet [1] , [2] . A recent trend motivated by this problem is to provide the players themselves tools to generate their own content and share it with others [3] - [5] or to randomize content (e.g., through random map generators). However, such tools force the player to confront the architecture of the game itself, potentially pulling them out of its fictional context. They also require the players to attain a level of expertise and specialized design knowledge. Furthermore, content randomization requires tight constraint to avoid undesirable results and does not intrinsically take into account the preferences of the players. To address the demand for perpetual novel content, this paper argues that evolutionary computation (EC) is a potential solution to the content-generation problem.
The aim is to demonstrate that it is indeed possible to generate novel content as the game is played, based on the behavior and interests of the players. EC methods have proven effective at evolving diverse media such as 2-D art images [6] - [11] , 3-D forms [12] - [14] , and even music [15] - [20] . However, the feasibility of such methods for creating video game content is little explored. Currently, machine learning techniques are beginning to be applied in mainstream games (e.g., popular genres such as real-time strategy, role-playing game, racing, shooters, etc.), but only for nonplayer character (NPC) controllers [21] .
The ability of evolutionary methods to evolve media and NPC controllers provides the basis for the idea of collaborative content evolution (CCE) for games. The idea of CCE is that the system automatically generates graphical and game content that is extended from and elaborates upon content players preferred in the past. Content that players like (i.e., use often) is evolved to produce new content, whereas content that players dislike is not evolved. Thus, a continuous stream of novel content is produced that potentially 1) keeps players engaged longer and 2) reduces the content creation burden on developers. The first implementation of CCE in a game is described in this paper.
To make such content generation possible, two novel technologies are introduced: 1) the content-generating NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (cgNEAT) algorithm, and 2) Galactic Arms Race (GAR), a multiplayer video game in which unique particle system weapons are automatically evolved based on content players preferred in the past.
The cgNEAT algorithm aims to automatically generate complex graphic and game content in real time through an evolutionary algorithm based on the content that players liked in the past. To show that automatic content generation is genuinely possible in mainstream games, cgNEAT is implemented in this paper in the novel video game GAR. In GAR, compositional pattern producing networks (CPPNs), which are a variant of artificial neural networks (ANNs), genetically encode and control particle system weapons. The CPPNs evolve and increase in complexity through cgNEAT, which tracks which weapons the players fire the most. That way, during the game, weapon behavior becomes increasingly sophisticated while consistently evolving to suit player tastes. Thus, it is the player rather than the designer who ultimately implicitly determines what kind of content will populate the game.
A. Main Contributions
The major contribution of this work is to show how collaborative content evolution based on player preferences can run seamlessly across a multiplayer client-server architecture, thereby suggesting the potential for eventual implementation of CCE technology across the spectrum of games ranging from singleplayer to MMOGs. In GAR, novel weapons are evolved on the server and distributed to clients, which collect usage statistics and send them back to the server for further evolution. In the public experiment described in this paper, literally hundreds of thousands of weapons were evolved and over one million virtual aliens killed by players across the world participating online. In principle, such a process can evolve any class of parameterized content. Thus, the generality of the approach means it can have an impact on future commercial game production and increase the longevity of games that might otherwise become repetitive. In this way, the results in this paper open up a promising new direction in video game design and research.
The paper proceeds as follows. First, Section II covers background material related to the technologies developed in this paper. Next, the cgNEAT algorithm is described in detail in Section III. Then, Section IV demonstrates cgNEAT in practice through evolving weapons in the GAR video game, and the outcomes of both single-player and multiplayer weapon evolution experiments are described in Section V. Finally, overall implications are discussed and the paper is concluded in Sections VI and VII.
II. BACKGROUND
This section reviews background material that inspired and enabled the main contributions of this paper (cgNEAT and GAR).
A. Interactive Evolutionary Computation (IEC)
IEC is an approach to EC in which human evaluation replaces the fitness function [22] . A typical IEC application presents to the user the current generation of content. The user then interactively determines which members of the population will reproduce and the IEC application automatically generates the next generation of content based on the user's input. Through repeated rounds of content generation and fitness assignment, IEC enables unique content to evolve that suits the user's preferences. In some cases, such content would be otherwise difficult to discover.
IEC aids especially in evolving content for which fitness functions would be difficult or impossible to formalize (e.g., for aesthetic appeal). Thus, graphical content generation is a common application of IEC [13] , [14] , [23] - [25] .
IEC was first introduced by Dawkins in Biomorphs [26] , which aims to illustrate theories about natural evolution with interactively evolved abstract figures that resemble animals or plants. Since then, representations in genetic art (i.e., IEC applied to art [6] - [11] ) have varied widely, including L-systems, linear or nonlinear functions, fractals, and automata, to produce a broad variety of appealing 2-D and 3-D images and animations.
IEC is demonstrably effective for evolving graphical content. An important prerequisite to evolving such content is that it must be represented by evolvable structures. The evolvable structures utilized in this paper are CPPNs, a specialized type of ANN.
B. Compositional Pattern-Producing Networks
CPPNs are a variation of ANNs that differ in their set of activation functions and how they are applied [27] , [28] (Fig. 1) . While CPPNs are similar to ANNs, the different terminology originated because CPPNs were introduced as pattern generators rather than as controllers. This section explains the difference in implementation and application between CPPNs and ANNs.
While ANNs often contain only sigmoid or Gaussian activation functions, CPPNs can include both such functions and many others. The choice of CPPN functions can be biased toward specific patterns or regularities. For example, periodic functions such as sine produce segmented patterns with repetitions, while symmetric functions such as Gaussian produce symmetric patterns. Linear functions can be employed to produce patterns with straight lines. In this way, CPPN-based systems can be biased toward desired types of patterns by carefully selecting the set of available activation functions.
Additionally, unlike typical ANNs, CPPNs are usually applied across a broad space of possible inputs so that they can represent a complete image or pattern. Because they are compositions of functions, CPPNs in effect encode patterns at infinite resolution and can be sampled at whatever resolution is desired.
Successful CPPN-based applications such as Picbreeder [24] , in which users from around the Internet collaborate to evolve pictures, and NEAT Drummer [20] , which evolves drum track patterns to accompany songs, demonstrate that CPPNs can evolve diverse content. The approach in this paper evolves particle systems encoded by CPPNs with the NEAT algorithm. In (e) NERO [21] , players evolve a squad of virtual soldiers to fight other players. NERO introduced rtNEAT, which demonstrated the viability of NPC evolution in real time. Building on the success of these games, cgNEAT aims to evolve other forms of game content, outside NPC behavior.
C. NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies
The NEAT method was originally developed to solve control and sequential decision tasks. The ANNs evolved with NEAT control agents that select actions based on their sensory inputs. While previous methods that evolved ANNs (i.e., neuroevolution methods) evolved either fixed topology networks [29] , [30] , or arbitrary random-topology networks [31] - [33] , NEAT begins evolution with a population of small, simple networks and complexifies the network topology into diverse species over generations, leading to increasingly sophisticated behavior. A similar process of gradually adding new genes has been confirmed in natural evolution [34] , [35] and shown to improve adaptation in a few prior evolutionary [36] and neuroevolutionary [37] approaches. This section briefly reviews the NEAT method; Stanley and Miikkulainen [21] , [38] provide complete introductions.
To keep track of which gene is which while new genes are added, a historical marking is uniquely assigned to each new structural component. During crossover, genes with the same historical markings are aligned, producing meaningful offspring efficiently. Traditionally, speciation in NEAT protects new structural innovations by reducing competition between differing structures and network complexities. However, in this paper, because a human performs selection rather than an automated process, the usual speciation procedure in NEAT is unnecessary.
Most importantly, complexification, which resembles how genes are added over the course of natural evolution [34] , allows NEAT to establish high-level features early in evolution and then later elaborate on them. For evolving content, complexification means that content can become more elaborate and intricate over generations. In this paper, particle system weapons are controlled by CPPNs evolved by NEAT. NEAT is chosen because 1) it is proven effective for evolving ANNs and CPPNs in a diversity of domains [38] - [40] , and 2) it is fast enough to run in real time (in the NeuroEvolving Robotic Operatives (NERO) video game [21] ), which is required for an interactive system. Because NEAT is a strong method for evolving controllers for dynamic physical systems, it can naturally be extended to evolve the motion of particle effects as well, such as those featured in GAR.
D. Machine Learning in Existing Games
The impact of machine learning so far on the video game industry has been limited, although some games are beginning to incorporate learning techniques. However, content generation continues to be absent from applications of machine learning in commercial games. The most common application of machine learning is to optimize the policy that controls NPCs (Fig. 2) 4 are learned. Generally, the NPC behavior in such games is trained by developers before release. Recently, although it is not a commercial game, NERO ( [21] ; http://nerogame.org/) enabled players to evolve the tactics for a squad of virtual soldiers in real time, while the game is played, demonstrating the potential viability of evolution in commercial gaming.
The success of these games suggests the potential to apply machine learning to create content beyond NPC behavior (e.g., maps, items, weapons, etc.). In fact, automatically generating content could further open the video game industry to the possibilities created by machine learning.
E. Procedural Game Content in Existing Games
Since the early days of interactive digital entertainment, games such as Rogue 5 [41] and NetHack 6 have featured randomized map and content placement. These games inspired an entire subgenre of RPGs known as Roguelikes [42] , which later directly influenced randomized map and item generation in more modern games, such as the popular Diablo 7 series and Dwarf Fortress, 8 which features complex interaction among hundreds of different objects placed in a procedurally generated game world.
While the path of content generation in these games is determined before the game starts, recent research has investigated enabling players to directly influence the path of content generation during the game. Examples of released such games include Charbitat [43] , which traces player behavior and translates it into seed values for future game space generation, and Facade 9 Fig. 3 . Illustrating CCE in games. The main idea in CCE is that content evolution in games begins with a diverse population of randomized content (a). As players explore the world and discover new content, they likely keep content with which they are satisfied and discard that with which they are not (b). As evolution continues, content that is widely disliked filters out of the game (c) and content that players enjoy becomes the parents of new generations of content. In this way, players continually explore a succession of changing content. Note that, at the time of writing, no published game has implemented CCE evolution except GAR, which is detailed in this paper. [44], which generates interactive stories based on player choices throughout the game.
These contributions demonstrate successful content generation, but they do not attempt to discern whether the player enjoys the content generated, nor do they obviously extend to a shared multiplayer environment. However, there are successful online collaborative IEC art services [24] that incorporate both features, suggesting the potential of an evolutionary approach to multiplayer procedural game content generation.
F. Evolving Game Content
Evolving procedural game content is an emerging research area with great potential to contribute to the mainstream gaming industry. Some of the few current examples of evolved game content include race tracks [45] and even the rules of the game itself [46] , [47] .
To evolve the race track [45] , ANN drivers are evolved by comparing their performance to human controllers on the same track. Then, new tracks are generated and the ANN controllers are evaluated on those tracks. The selected tracks are those upon which the ANN controllers perform similarly to how they perform on other tracks, under the assumption that they will provide an appropriate level of challenge to human players.
In a different example [46] , the rules of the game itself, rather than NPC controllers that play a specific game well, are evolved. Evolution begins with a grid-like environment containing random sets of walls, an ANN-controlled NPC representing the player, and various game objects that can alter state when the ANN-controlled NPC collides with them. State changes include death, teleportation, bonuses, goals, and other typical 2-D game effects. The fitness of the evolved games is based upon the amount of learning the controller must undergo to beat the game. This idea was shown to successfully evolve Pac-Man-like games.
Recent works begin to bridge the gap between evolutionary art and games. In Avera [47] , [48] , the system evolves interactive art pieces for simple puzzle games. In another example [49] , players interact with complex swarm systems through an IEC interface, enabling search for well-performing swarm configurations.
These investigations thus represent the cutting edge of an exciting new research direction. Inspired by these works, the aim of cgNEAT is to evolve game content in real time, based on tracked player preferences in a multiplayer setting through a process called collaborative content evolution (CCE), as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
CCE is a new concept that has not been implemented in a game until this paper. In short, players begin the game with an initial set of content. If players use some of the content often, it is inferred that they enjoy that content, and the game produces new content that extends from or elaborates on that preferred content. However, if players are unhappy with certain content, they will not use it (or may discard it); thus, the game will not produce more content of that type. The aim of this process is to continually evolve content based on the preferences of the players. The main type of content evolved in this paper is particle systems.
G. Particle Systems
The first computer-generated particle system in commercial computer graphics, called the genesis effect, appeared in Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan [50] . Soon after, particle system effects became widespread on television as well. Nearly all modern video games include a particle system engine [51] , [52] ; special effects in games such as magical spells and futuristic weapons are usually implemented with particle systems.
In addition to diffuse phenomena such as fire, smoke, and explosions, particle systems can also model concrete objects such as dense trees in a forest [53] , folded cloth and fabric [54] , [55] , and simulated fluid motion [56] , [57] . Realistic particle movement is often achieved by simulating real-world physics [58] . At a more abstract level, particle systems can simulate animal and insect flocking behavior [59] . The prevalence and diversity of particle system applications demonstrates their importance to computer graphics in modern media and games.
The evolving particle system weapons in this paper (detailed in Section IV) are based on previous experiments first reported in [60] , namely, NEAT particles, an IEC tool that enables users to evolve complex particle effects, and NEAT projectiles, an IEC tool that evolves effects intended specifically for video game weapons. In both applications, CPPNs represent and control particles and an IEC interface enables the user to guide evolution.
The next section introduces the algorithm for evolving content in this paper.
III. CONTENT-GENERATING NEUROEVOLUTION OF AUGMENTING TOPOLOGIES
The aim of the cgNEAT algorithm is to automatically generate computer graphics and video game content based on user behavior as the game is played. While there are technologies for evolving content-like pictures [6] - [8] , [24] or 3-D models [12] - [14] , these technologies are not designed to work in real time during a game; rather they require users to explicitly designate which items are the best, which is something that a user playing a game does not want to do. That is, constantly answering questions about what they like and what should be produced in the future would disrupt players' experience. In contrast, the cgNEAT method makes these decisions automatically based on implicit information within usage statistics.
A. Algorithm Overview
The main principles of cgNEAT follow. 1) Each content item is represented by a CPPN. Different types of content can be represented by different CPPN input/output configurations (the specific representation for particle weapons is described later). In principle, a different representation than CPPNs can also be evolved. 2) During the game, each content item is assigned a fitness that is computed based on how often players actually use the content. That way, the system knows the relative popularity of each content item currently in the game. 3) Players begin the game with either random content or content from the starter pool, which is a special pool of content appropriate to beginners in the game. Starter pool content does not contribute to evolution and cannot be selected for reproduction. 4) Content is spawned in the game world, which means that it is placed in parts of the world where users can obtain it. However, unlike in most evolutionary systems, spawned content is not eligible for reproduction until players pick it up. 5) Content is reproduced in cgNEAT as follows. The algorithm selects content items from among content that players in the world already possess as parents that reproduce to form new content, which is spawned as described in step 4). The content items that are chosen as parents are selected probabilistically based on a roulette wheel scheme in which the chance of being chosen as a parent is proportional to the popularity (i.e., fitness) of the item. Reproduction, including mutation and crossover, is performed in accordance with the NEAT algorithm. Thus, there is a chance that CPPNs may become more complex than their parents. 6) For any new content that is spawned, there is a probability (selected by the designer) that it will be chosen from a spawning pool, which is a collection of pre-evolved content, instead of being reproduced from parents. This pool ensures that diversity is not lost and that good types of content from the past (i.e., those that users liked) might reappear. Additionally, it ensures an initial seed of good content when the game first starts and players' preferences are unknown. The game designers initially select content, which may be pre-evolved before the game is released, to include in the spawning pool. 7) Content that obtains a very high fitness (i.e., is popular with players) may optionally be saved to the content archive.
There are several ways game designers can use archive material including data analysis, cycling it back into the game by adding it to the spawning pool, or giving it to NPCs for use against players. Finally, note that for cgNEAT in a multiplayer environment, although all players' preferences directly contribute to the course of evolution, the content generated is not an "average" of all player preferences. Rather, unique content is reproduced on an individual basis from individual items that are popular. Thus, several diverse trends can flourish simultaneously.
B. Unique Features
The cgNEAT algorithm incorporates some mechanics of NEAT and standard EC, yet exhibits several major differences. Unlike in normal EC, the population size (i.e., those items that are eligible at any given time to reproduce) is variable and depends entirely on the number of users in the system. Furthermore, when an offspring is produced, unlike in normal EC, it is not immediately placed into the population eligible to reproduce. Instead, it is in a special temporary state (placed somewhere in game world) in which it may join the population only if a user chooses to acquire it. Also unlike normal EC, instead of fitness determining which items are eliminated from the population, users entirely determine which items leave the population simply by discarding them.
Unlike standard interactive evolutionary computation [22] , users never explicitly communicate to the system which content they like. Instead, the preferred content is induced by the system implicitly from natural human behavior. That is, users do not need to know that they are interacting with an evolutionary algorithm yet evolution still works anyway.
Unlike regular NEAT, speciation is not necessary because users determine what is popular and the diversity of the population reflects the diversity of user preferences. Every step of the cgNEAT algorithm is asynchronous. At any time players may cause content to join the population or be eliminated.
C. Starter Pool, Spawning Pool, and Archive Pool
At the beginning of the game or simulation, players must often be provided content with which to start. One approach is to give players randomized content when they start; however, if high-quality content is not a sufficient proportion of the search space, new players might then begin with ineffective content, thereby creating a poor first impression of the game.
The cgNEAT approach is to define a starter pool of known effective content items with which players begin the game. Because all players begin the game with it, starter pool content does not contribute to evolution and cannot be selected for reproduction. However, starter pool content does gain fitness, and if during evolution a starter pool item is selected for reproduction, a spawning pool content item is randomly selected instead to spawn into the game world.
The spawning pool is a pre-evolved set of content that is known to be effective and can be distributed with the game or application. The primary reason for including the spawning pool is that, at the beginning of the game, there is no past data on player preferences. Thus, the spawning pool content effectively jump starts evolution on a promising course. Like the starter pool, the spawning pool helps guarantee a good initial impression of the game to new players, which could be difficult to accomplish with purely random starting content. Additionally, if NPCs in the game are equipped with evolved content, arming them with spawning pool content can ensure an appropriate level of NPC difficulty.
Finally, the archive pool consists of all content in the game that achieves a high level of fitness. When such content reaches a certain level of fitness (which by necessity varies among applications), it is automatically saved to the archive pool.
D. Applying cgNEAT
The general approach of cgNEAT described in this paper can be applied to evolving many types of content (e.g., images, models, shader effects, etc.) through other forms of representation (i.e., evolvable structures other than CPPNs). Thus, the algorithm is not exclusive to the type of content presented in this paper. Note that the starter pool, spawning pool, archive pool, and roulette parameters can give game designers considerable control of over the course of evolution, should they desire it. The next section details the first application of cgNEAT in practice, which is to evolve weapons in the GAR video game.
IV. GALACTIC ARMS RACE
This section introduces the GAR multiplayer video game, 10 which applies cgNEAT to evolve an endless array of unique particle system weapons, with which players can fight space enemies and up to 31 other simultaneous players online. GAR is the first game to enable CCE of novel game content.
A. Development
GAR is intentionally designed to look and feel like a near-commercial quality video game so that it can convincingly demonstrate the promise of automatic content generation for mainstream games. To reach that level of quality, it took over 10 
B. Game Mechanics Overview
In GAR (Fig. 4) , the goal is to pilot a space ship to defeat enemies, gain experience, earn money, and most importantly, to find advantageous new weapons that are automatically generated by cgNEAT.
GAR contains both a single-player game and a full multiplayer game (Fig. 5) , in which weapons evolve based on the aggregate usage of all players online. In GAR's single-player mode, evolution is directed by the actions of a single player battling NPC aliens in the game, which are controlled by scripted steering behaviors [58] and the boids algorithm [59] . The GAR multiplayer game enables up to 32 players to fight cooperative online battles against NPCs, or competitive battles against each other. GAR multiplayer evolution is substantially more diverse because the evolutionary population consists of the weapons currently possessed by all players in the game (i.e., it is CCE).
Every weapon found in GAR that is the offspring of other weapons is unique, that is, no more than one copy of any offspring is spawned. Players can continually find novel weapons with characteristics evolved from those weapons players favored in the past. It is important to note that weapons evolved in GAR all fire particle bursts with the same strength and number. Thus, it is not sheer power that is evolving, but rather the pattern in which particles spray from the gun, which has complex tactical implications. Therefore, the space of weapons is not a total order from worst to best, but rather a complex multiobjective coevolutionary landscape.
Players are limited to three weapon slots, each of which holds a single weapon. Destroyed enemies and enemy bases may drop a weapon pickup that contains a novel weapon evolved by cgNEAT. Players choose in which weapon slot to place the new weapon, but doing so drops the existing weapon in that slot. Thus, players must be selective about which weapons to keep. In this context, an important goal for any game that generates unpredictable content is to indicate what that content will be like before it is taken. To give players an idea of how a weapon functions before picking it up, weapon pickups emit a miniature particle system preview that behaves exactly as the actual weapon does. In the game, this preview is called a neuralium isotope (Fig. 4, left side) .
As with most video games, GAR relies on graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for many of its functions. While there are many GUIs in GAR, the major interfaces through which players interact with weapon evolution are the in-game head-up display (HUD) and the weapons screen.
The GAR in-game HUD (bottom of Fig. 4 ) is always displayed while the player is in space. The HUD displays: 1) current player ship armor, shield, and hull strengths; 2) teleport cooldown status; 3) current target and its status; 4) the weapons Fig. 4 . GAR client. Players in GAR pilot their space ship (screen center) from a third-person perspective. This picture demonstrates a player destroying enemies with an evolved weapon. Left of the player ship is a weapon pickup dropped from a destroyed enemy base. A particle system preview emits from the weapon pickup (i.e., "neuralium isotope," left of player) to visually indicate how the weapon will function before the player picks it up. GAR is designed to look and feel like a near-commercial quality video game to effectively demonstrate the potential of automatic content generation in mainstream games. The GAR client software is available online at http://gar.eecs.ucf.edu and runs on any Windows PC. bank (which enables selecting an active CPPN weapon); and 5) a radar that displays objects in the local star system. The HUD also offers buttons to access to the following screens: 1) the ship screen for detailed ship statistics; 2) the weapons screen with the player's currently equipped CPPN weapons; 3) the galactic map screen; 4) the logoff screen, which exits the current game; 5) the help screen; 6) a music button that toggles the background music on or off; and finally, 7) the mission menu, which displays the player's current mission.
The in-game weapons screen (Fig. 6 ) displays statistics and CPPNs for the three weapons currently held by the player. In the game's lore, CPPNs are called "neuralium isotopes," each representing a unique isotope of the strange neuralium element that powers weapons and ships. The CPPNs are displayed in 3-D and slowly rotate. Taking advantage of the 3-D rendering view, CPPN inner nodes are aligned in a circle, making viewing them easy and aesthetically pleasing. In effect, players can actually visualize the real CPPNs that realize their weapons.
C. Particle System Weapon CPPNs
Particle system CPPNs in GAR are based on the techniques developed in NEAT particles and NEAT projectiles [60] . Each player weapon contains a single evolved CPPN (Fig. 7) . Every frame of animation, each particle issued from the weapon inputs its current position relative to the ship and distance from the ship into the CPPN. There are two, rather than three, spatial inputs because the game is entirely situated on the plane. The CPPN is activated and outputs the particle's velocity and color for that animation frame. Representing particle velocity and color in this manner produces a wide of variety of vivid patterns [60] . It is important to note that because CPPNs are a superset of ANNs, which can approximate any function [61] , particle weapons in GAR can theoretically evolve any conceivable pattern. where it was initially fired into the CPPN (p is ignored because the game is situated entirely on the y = 0 plane). The CPPN is activated and particle velocity (v ; v ) and color (r; g; b) are obtained from CPPN outputs. This method provides GAR with smooth particle animations and a wide variety of possible evolved weapons.
When GAR was first released, it imposed a forward force on all projectiles (as in NEAT projectiles) to ensure that all weapons shoot only forwards. However, after further experimentation, it was determined that weapons with particles that move backwards can create compelling patterns (e.g., hurricanes), so the constraint was later lifted.
D. Calculating Weapon Fitness
Two potential challenges to calculating fitness based on usage are that 1) certain weapons, by their nature, require more shots to be effective (e.g., wall guns for blocking incoming projectiles) and 2) players that participate in the game more often might disproportionately influence evolution (i.e., by firing their weapons more often). To address these two issues, fitness is calculated in GAR in the following manner.
When a player fires a weapon, that weapon (which is a unique member of the population) gains fitness at a constant rate and the other weapons in that player's arsenal lose fitness at the same rate. This fitness decay mechanism for unused weapons emphasizes emerging new weapon trends and ensures that weapons that require more firing do not come to dominate. Furthermore, the minimum fitness is 1 and the maximum fitness is 1000, which means that older players do not create a disproportionate effect.
E. Evolving New Weapons
When players destroy an enemy station or space blob (a kind of boss enemy), a new weapon is spawned in one of the following ways: 1) reproduction within the current weapon population selected by roulette [62] ; (2) from the spawning pool; or (3) random generation. The probabilities for each to occur in GAR are as follows.
1) 80%. A roulette based on weapon fitness is spun to determine which specific weapon will reproduce. If a starter weapon is selected by the roulette, then a spawning pool weapon is reproduced instead. Higher fitness weapons have a higher chance of producing offspring, thereby enabling players to directly affect the course of evolution. Note that there is no recombination (e.g., combining guns), although in principle it could be implemented in a future version. 2) 10%. The spawning pool is a set of pre-evolved weapons chosen by the game designers. 3) 10%. Random weapons have between one and four hidden nodes and random weights. Novel weapons created by cgNEAT are evolved from the current weapon population. In single-player GAR, the weapon population is only the three weapons the player currently possesses. In multiplayer GAR, the weapon population includes the weapons currently held by all players. Thus, single-player evolution is to some extent greedy; however, it is not equivalent to a normal evolutionary algorithm with a population of three because the player encounters a significant number of weapon previews in addition to the weapons in the ship's current arsenal. Therefore, the player is in effect judging such previews by taking them or not. Furthermore, the spawning pool ensures that a diverse set of jumping-off points are injected at regular intervals.
As results in this paper show, the net effect is that a single player can genuinely discover a diverse array of highly specialized and effective weapons. Because in multiplayer mode the population includes every weapon held by every player in the game, multiplayer mode in GAR is genuine CCE. Fig. 8 illustrates weapon evolution in GAR with two genealogies of related weapons. To give a sense of the changes produced through mutations from one generation to the next, Fig. 9 presents a chronological lineage with its corresponding CPPNs.
F. Starter Weapons, Spawning Pool, and Archive Pool
The starter weapons (Section III-C) in GAR shoot only in a straight line and are not eligible to reproduce during evolution (Fig. 10) . Thus, new players are guaranteed to begin with viable weapons. Because starter weapons cannot reproduce and players begin the game with only starter weapons, a method is needed to start evolution. For this purpose, the spawning pool is a diverse collection of good weapons evolved by the game developers. If cgNEAT selects a starter weapon to reproduce because it is fired often, a random spawning pool weapon is spawned instead. Finally, the archive pool is where popular weapons are saved. In GAR, weapons are saved to the archive if they have been fired over 800 times. In multiplayer mode, they are saved to the host server, creating a history of popular weapons in the game.
V. AUTOMATIC CONTENT GENERATION RESULTS IN GAR
The results presented in this section demonstrate the variety of weapons that are evolved by players in GAR. All weapons displayed are created by the cgNEAT algorithm itself, i.e., not by the game developers. The results of both single-player and multiplayer weapon evolution are presented.
Results reported in this paper would not have been possible without public interest in such a project, which attracted players to the game. Since before GAR was released, the http://gar.eecs. 10 . GAR starter weapons. When the game begins, players are equipped with straight-shooting starter weapons that do not contribute to evolution. Starter weapons ensure that players begin the game with effective weapons (which would not be guaranteed by randomization) and additionally act as a control to which the effectiveness of evolved weapons is compared. Starter weapons do earn fitness by being fired; however, if a starter weapon is selected by a roulette roll during evolutionary selection, a spawning pool weapon is created instead.
ucf.edu website (where GAR can now be downloaded for free) has attracted over 30 000 visitors from over 100 different countries. On July 8, 2009 , GAR appeared on the popular Internet news site Slashdot, 11 highlighting the public's general interest in automated content generation and attracting many players to GAR from around the world.
Two versions of the GAR client were released: GAR 1.0 on June 2, 2009 and GAR 1.1, which addressed many feature re-quests by players, on July 6, 2009. GAR (mostly version 1.1) has been downloaded over 8500 times. The results presented in this section are based on evolution data generated by actual players who downloaded and played the game.
A. Automatic Content Generation Results in GAR Single-Player Mode
To investigate the content generation abilities of cgNEAT in collaboration with human players, before the public release of the game a group of over 20 test players piloted space ships in single-player mode for at least one hour each. The results in this section (Fig. 11 ) are from these test sessions. Of course, single-player evolution is inherently more limited than multiplayer evolution. However, the main result is that players indeed discovered a variety of genuinely unique weapons with differing tactical implications and aesthetics, suggesting that even the behavior of a single player is sufficient to produce content evolution.
As the weapons showcased in this section will show, the gameplay implications of evolved content sometimes seem intentional, as if designed purposely to create a specific capability. In many cases, guns were invented that were unlike anything the developers had seen or imagined before. Yet of course these guns are not the result of random luck either; just as in other evolutionary algorithms, they result from selection pressure, which is wrought by the preferences of the player in GAR. In this way, GAR is a credible demonstration of the potential of this approach.
In GAR, it is possible for player projectiles to intercept enemy projectiles. Therefore, several key tactical tradeoffs are explored by evolution. Slow projectiles make it easier to block incoming fire whereas fast projectiles are easier to aim at distant ene- mies. Weapons with a wide spread are more effective at blocking incoming projectiles; however, concentrated patterns more effectively destroy distant targets quickly. Hybrid weapons with variable spread pattern and speed over time evolve as well. Yet these tactical principles are only the beginning. In fact, Fig. 11 presents samples of the wide range of generated single-player weapons and describes some of their tactical implications. To highlight the creativity of cgNEAT, we have assigned descriptive names to each such gun to help to more easily appreciate their concept. Two especially interesting evolved weapon types are wallmakers [ Fig. 11(c) ], which literally create a wall of particles in front of the player, and tunnelmakers [ Fig. 11(e) ], which create a line of particles on either side of the player. Both weapon types are defense oriented, enabling players to switch between them and more offense-oriented weapons, as the tactical situation dictates. These examples demonstrate that cgNEAT evolves unique and tactically diverse weapons as the game is played.
It is important to point out that it does not take long for players to begin to find effective weapons. As Fig. 11 shows, compelling weapons often arise within the first ten generations [e.g., the tunnelmaker in Fig. 11(e) is from generation two] . Furthermore, weapons continue to evolve into novel forms over dozens of generations, such as the blue ladder [ Fig. 11(f) ] from generation 42. Finally note that, although the population eligible for reproduction is only three in the single-player game, cgNEAT is still capable of generating a large variety of novel content for two reasons. First, players are exposed to many weapons (aside from those they currently possess) by previews of weapons dropped in the game world. Second, for every new weapon generated, there is always a chance of either encountering a random weapon or a weapon from the spawning pool. Thus, a variety of content is possible even with a limited population.
B. Automatic Content Generation Results in GAR Multiplayer Mode
In total, the GAR client was downloaded over 8500 times. The experimental data in this section is from the "GAR Official" 32-player public game server hosted by the Evolutionary Complexity Research Group (Eplex) on the University of Central Florida (UCF, Orlando) campus. The server began collecting multiplayer data from players across the world on June 2, 2009. The data presented in Tables I-III In total, 1007 unique player accounts (Table I) were created on the server in approximately two months. Excluded from this data are an additional 236 invalid accounts that registered but were lost because of a database error caused by a large simultaneous influx of players from the GAR article on Slashdot.org (the accounts were registered but never fired a shot, nor picked up a weapon in game). At the time of the sample, over 73% of valid player accounts progressed past level 20, indicating substantial time (i.e., at least two or three hours) invested. A substantial proportion of players progressed to much higher levels, which takes several days in-game.
The primary method of obtaining new weapons in GAR is to defeat enemies. The aggregated player kill counts for the snapshot are displayed in Table II . The 1007 players on the server scored 9038 PVP kills, 721 456 alien kills, 714 274 pirate kills, and 22 670 space blob kills. Such a large kill total (over 1.46 million) hints at the intensity of game play. Snapshot data for weapon evolution on the GAR official server is presented in Table III . In total, 379 081 weapons were evolved (note that about 10% of these are from the spawning pool) by players destroying enemies, their bases, and other players. This number is remarkably high for an IEC system. On average, each player encountered over 375 weapon drops. Additionally, players fired over 23.6 million shots with the evolved weapons they discovered. These results indicate that cgNEAT is capable of exposing players to a large variety of content quickly.
Of the 379 081 weapons dropped, 132 722 were picked up by players, which is roughly 35%. The reasons that players do not always pick up weapons are either that the weapon is deemed inferior to those in their arsenal, or that the weapon is similar to a weapon they already possess. In this context, that 35% of all weapons are picked suggests that players indeed decide whether to pick up content based on the previews. That is, players do not need to pick up every weapon they see. At the same time, it suggests that a considerable proportion of weapons evolved (about one third) are attractive enough to be picked up, even with only three weapon slots available.
The starter weapons in GAR (which shoot in a straight line) act as an experimental control to compare with the weapons evolved by cgNEAT. During the snapshot, the number of starter weapons possessed by players above level 50 was 70, which is only 4% of the total weapons held by those players. Note that in GAR players are able to obtain starter weapons at any time during the game by selling unwanted isotopes in exchange for starter weapons. In fact, because such a sale also yields several credits of game currency for the player, in effect there is an incentive to sell evolved weapons in exchange for starter weapons. Nevertheless, of the over 1.46 million kills of players and NPCs on the GAR official server, only 22 935 were by starter weapons (roughly 1.5%). From these results, it can be inferred through player behavior that they preferred evolved weapons to starter weapons.
The total number of combined generations of all weapon lineages in the snapshot is 50 646, and the highest generation weapon is 98, suggesting that weapons continue to be used even into later generations. Additionally, the average number of generations per weapon in the population sample is 16, indicating that it does not take many generations for players to find weapons that they want to keep.
Overall, players in the GAR multiplayer experiments discovered a wide variety of both aesthetically and tactically diverse weaponry evolved through their implicit preferences.
Additional server data that were stored include the weapon archive, where all weapons that were fired at least 800 times (i.e., highly fit weapons) are saved, and the PVP archive, where all weapons that score PVP kills are stored. By the time of the snapshot, these archives contained 5209 and 1662 weapons, respectively. The weapons presented in this section from those archives were evolved by players on the official server from around the world.
Figs. 12-20 present the visual results of weapon evolution in the form of weapon trends on the server. That is, they present general styles of weapons that proved popular with many players on the server. Note that all weapons in the same trend are not necessarily related to each other, but could be members of separate lineages that followed a similar evolutionary path. All weapons displayed are from the GAR server archive (i.e., fired by their owners at least 800 times) or the PVP archive (i.e., scored kills in PVP). Therefore, it is likely that players found all of these weapons either effective or worth keeping for their novelty. The following is a sampling of trends that were discovered. 1) Fork guns ( Fig. 12) : the fork trend produces extremely wide triple shots that are good for firing into crowds of enemies or for hitting fast moving enemies. 2) Goop guns ( Fig. 13) : the goop trend drops masses of slowly moving particle clouds. Goop guns create effective "space mines" that block incoming bullets and can be dropped while fleeing. 3) Multispeed duns ( Fig. 14) : the multispeed trend fires fast inner shots and slower outer shots. The fast inner shot can easily hit distant targets, while the slower outer shots act as a shield. 4) Plasma guns ( Fig. 15) : the plasma trend fires randomlooking bursts of particles that resemble plasma. Plasma guns are good for blocking and their chaotic patterns make them hard to dodge in PVP combat. 5) Shield guns ( Fig. 16) : shield guns create a particle shield that completely encases the player ship.
6) Spread guns ( Fig. 17) : the spread gun trend fires tight streams that widen as they travel away from the player. Spread guns deliver concentrated fire at close range but spread later to make distant targets easier to hit. 7) Squiggle guns ( Fig. 18) : squiggle guns fire curving multicolored patterns that resemble hand-drawn figures. 8) Vortex guns ( Fig. 19) : the vortex trends creates patterns that resemble cyclones. Their wide pattern makes it easy to hit enemies and block projectiles. 9) Wall guns ( Fig. 20) : the wall gun trend creates a literal wall of particles in front of the player that can be used as a defensive shield. To assess viability of evolved weapons against other players, all weapons that scored PVP kills were saved in the PVP archive, examples of which are presented in Fig. 21 . The popular PVP weapons displayed as much variety as the non-PVP weapons; however, one major additional trend that occurred among the PVP weapons is that players significantly more often favored weapons that shoot a particle to a fixed distance at which point it stops and remains stationary, leaving a hazard for other players. GAR also produces weapons that are not picked up or fired often (e.g. weapons that fire very slowly or in undesirable directions such as due left). Of course, because players do not use such guns, they do not develop into their own evolutionary trends.
The weapon trends demonstrate the variety of tactically diverse weapons automatically generated by cgNEAT. Like trends in the real world, certain weapon trends were popular for a time before their popularity waned and new weapon trends replaced them. Thus, an important lesson is that the main contribution of CCE is not necessarily to find the "best" content, but to continually offer new alternatives as once popular fads lose their luster. Interestingly, while the difference between two weapons from one generation to the next is often small (as in Fig. 9 ), occasionally a mutation such as a new connection or node yields a substantial qualitative change, which may become the basis for a new trend.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The cgNEAT-evolved weapons in GAR demonstrate that automatic content generation is a viable new technology. The main application is in simulations and games wherein the designers want users to be able to discover and experience a continual stream of new content beyond what the original artists and programmers are able to provide. For players, the main implication is a new kind of experience in which not only is novelty a constant, but the pursuit of novelty itself is an integral part of the game.
For some game designers, this loss of control will be viewed as a risky sacrifice; yet others will see it for its potential, just as any new frontier opens up an unknown world of possibilities. In fact, the interactive evolutionary dynamic automatically creates a kind of implicit game balance because, as soon as a player acquires a weapon that tips the equilibrium, variants of that weapon become available to other players in proportion to its use, thereby continually balancing the game. Just as evolutionary arms races in nature lead to a continual balancing and rebalancing of opposing powers [26] , the arms race among content to satisfy its users can yield a long term homeostatic force towards equilibrium.
Note that the benefit of cgNEAT is also potentially a drawback for some game types because content outside of that which the developers envisioned may be discovered. Therefore, for genres such as linear first-person shooter games like Half-Life 2, 12 in which it is integral to the story that the player possesses weapon x at time y, evolutionary content generation would likely not be a good fit.
Nevertheless, for those games that can benefit, in addition to weapons, a wide variety of other game content could potentially be generated by cgNEAT including 2-D textures, 3-D models, many other types of particle effects, and programmable shader effects. Video games that automatically generate their own content (e.g., characters, clothing, weapons, houses, vehicles, music, special effects, etc.) could keep players engaged much longer in such a constantly evolving game world than in a static one. Thus, the potential future applications of cgNEAT for automated content generation are broad, especially in virtual worlds or MMOGs in which unique content creates value in the virtual economy.
In practice, any class of content that is intended to be evolved must be parameterized in some fashion first. In GAR, the CPPN-based particle system representation is the parameterization of the particle weapon class. Ideal parameterizations are open ended in the sense that it should be possible for content to evolve that exceeds the foresight of the game designers. The weapons evolved by GAR satisfy this criterion because many of them represent new concepts (e.g., wallmakers and tunnelmakers) that are novel even to the designers of the game and also that became popular among its players. However, the effort required to parameterize other classes of content will likely vary significantly. For example, parameterizing the space of cars or houses may require a priori understanding of the most important ways in which such content can vary. At the same time, the potential for open-ended discovery should not be limited by too much constraint. Yet the up-front effort and expense of parameterizing a class of content can pay off in unlimited dividends down the line. While such an effort represents a new kind of investment for developers, this paper shows that it can indeed succeed, bringing the potential for much needed novelty to future games. That GAR players invested enough time to 12 Copyright 2004 Valve Software, http://valvesoftware.com/ defeat over one million enemies on a single server suggests the tantalizing potential for much more ambitious such projects. The possibilities for evolving vast classes of content with the full resources and talent of a commercial game company behind the initial parameterization are yet to be imagined.
An interesting future study is to more rigorously assess the perceived value of the procedural content created by the game from the perspective of the players. Potential experiments include: 1) two separate versions of a game, one containing only fixed hand-coded content and the other with fully evolved content, or 2) a hidden flag for each player within the game that determines who will be provided with evolved content and who with only a fixed amount of static content. Player behavior in both such scenarios would provide more analytical insight into player evaluation of procedural content. For example, is there any correlation between the types of weapons players find and how long they stay interested in the game?
Another possibility is to seek insight into how much value players place on novelty. This issue could be investigated through an experiment in which players are able to rate their weapons. Then, results would be compared among a subset of players who receive weapons from normal GAR evolution, a second subset of players that receive weapons completely randomly, and a third subset that receives evolved weapons exclusively through novelty search [63] , [64] .
An additional issue for future research is the role of pure aesthetics in bringing value and entertainment to game content. To what extent do players value aesthetics above tactical value? While many players and game designers may think that players ultimately care about the effectiveness of usable content, it is possible that players sometimes behave otherwise. That is, players may sometimes choose content that looks nice over content that is more powerful. One appeal of CCE is that it addresses this issue implicitly without requiring designers to ascertain the answer. If players do prefer aesthetic qualities to utility, that will be reflected in their behavior and thereby amplified by cgNEAT. If they do not, the same is true. Thus, by its implicit nature, cgNEAT can potentially transcend tricky philosophical design questions that are difficult to answer explicitly.
The main goal for the near-term future of GAR is to continue developing the game by adding new levels, ship modifications, star systems, and other types of evolvable content. A wider release of future GAR versions could yield a significantly broader explosion of content. Potentially, GAR may be open sourced, enabling others to utilize GAR for research or game development. In the long term, GAR will be hosted permanently by the Evolutionary Complexity Research Group at UCF, and continue to function as a platform for experimental game development.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented two novel works that together establish that automated content generation in mainstream games is possible. First, cgNEAT is an algorithm created explicitly to automatically generate game content based on perceived user preferences in real time, as games are played. The cgNEAT algorithm, unlike standard evolutionary algorithms, selects content for reproduction implicitly through player behavior within the game. That is, content players utilize often is more likely to reproduce. The result is a constant stream of novel content suited to players' tastes. Second, cgNEAT is implemented in GAR, a 32-player persistent online game in which particle system weapons evolve based on the preferences of players.
The GAR client was downloaded by thousands of players and over 1000 players from around the world participated on the gar.eecs.ucf.edu server hosted at UCF. Experimental results from the official multiplayer server, on which over one million enemies were killed and hundreds of thousands of weapons were evolved, suggest that cgNEAT is capable of automatically creating effective content based on player preferences.
The success of the initial GAR release suggests the potential of cgNEAT, and automatic content generation in general, to generate many other types of game content. For players, continual introduction of such novel content may significantly increase game replay value, and enhance the experience of MMOGs. For the game industry, it demonstrates the possibility of building games that automatically generate their own content to satisfy users by leveraging the collective behavior of multiple players, hinting at a promising new paradigm in game design. His research interests include automatic graphics and game content generation, interactive evolutionary computation, particle systems, spatial subdivision, and networking. He has recently published papers in the IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Games and the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION.
